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Discovering the Kronplatz at night?

At the event Kronplatz by Night you have 
the opportunity to marvel at a breathtaking 
sunset over the main ridge of the Alps and 
the Dolomites and at the same time, you 
can experience a culinary journey through 
international and national worlds of taste.

An experience that will stay in your memory!

Goran Bregovic is originally from the Balkans. 
His compositions intertwine the sonority of 
a gypsy fanfare with traditional Bulgarian 
polyphony, an electric guitar, drums and a good 
shot of rock. The result is music that makes us 
feel like we‘ve always known it and that our 
bodies find hard to escape. At 17, he played in 
the rock band Bijelo dugme (White Button), with 
which he sold millions of records in what was 
then Yugoslavia and achieved cult status. His 
international breakthrough, however, came with 
film music, initially for director Emir Kusturica. 
Since then, he has been an internationally 
sought-after film composer. With his „Wedding 
and Funeral Orchestra“ he has been touring 
the world since 1998, giving concerts and 
performing at festivals.

The Herbert Pixner Project will be the grand 
finale of the concert series. „Euphoria, energy, 
excitement, improvisation - a firework of alpine 
music, flamenco, gypsy jazz, blues, rock and 
world music“: this or similar is how the critics 
shower praise on the quartet around the South 
Tyrolean multi-instrumentalist Herbert Pixner. 
And it is indeed the case: anyone who has 
experienced a concert by the Herbert Pixner 
Project knows - or rather feels - what is meant 
by this.

Spectacular MTB routes, fantastic panoramas, 
overwhelming passes, beautiful stage towns 
and participants from over 40 countries make 
this stage race an absolute highlight of the 
worldwide mountain bike scene. In seven days, 
approximately 500 kilometres and more than 
18,000 metres of altitude are conquered. Pure 
adrenaline! 

From 03-09 July 2022, around 1,000 cycling 
enthusiasts will once again set off for the BIKE 
Transalp - the most important and spectacular 
mountain bike stage race in the world! 
Two stages lead the participants to the 
Kronplatz with start and finish in Brunico 
and San Vigilio di Marebbe:

• Stage 2 | Sillian - Brunico| 72.01 km
  2,513  metres altitude difference
• Stage 3 | Brunico - San Vigilio di Marebbe
 38.20 km | 1,918 m difference in altitude
• Stage 4 | San Vigilio di Marebbe - Caldaro  
 109.44 km | 3,090 m difference in altitude

The Kronplatz King mountain bike marathon is 
THE bike event par excellence in the holiday 
region Kronplatz. Every year, around 800 
enthusiastic mountain bikers from all over the 
world try to win the coveted title of the new 
„Kronplatz King“. On 03.09.2022 it‘s that time 
again and the fight for the Kronplatz crown 
goes into the next round. In addition to the king 
discipline, there is also a shortened route:

• King Marathon - 64 km
• Price Classic - 49 km

If you also want to take up the challenge and 
prove your skills, then sign up!

ONE MOUNTAIN – FOUR CONCERTS

Edoardo Bennato will open the concert series 
on June 19th. The „cantastorie“ from Naples, 
who for over 40 years captures the world in 
songs. He tells about good and bad people, 
mocks the powerful, sings hymns to humanity 
and - how could it be otherwise - to love. His 
concerts with a high rock & blues factor are a 
musical as well as emotional experience: so 
many of his songs have entered the collective 
imagination and are now the soundtrack of at 
least two generations. These include, of course, 
„Viva la Mamma“ the soccer anthem and 
„Un‘estate Italiana“.

Milky Chance landed a global hit with „Stolen 
Dance“ in 2014. Several hundred million clicks 
on YouTube, golden records, prizes and awards 
have catapulted the two students from Kassel 
to the top with their very own folktronica sound. 
After the third album and the standstill caused 
by Corona, they have now risen to new top 
form. They have used the time to hone new 
sounds and let completely new soundscapes 
emerge like their newest hit Colorado.

For the first time, the competition for the title of 
the best „slow smoker“ will take place above 
2,000 meters, to be exact at 2,275 meters at 
Kronplatz.

The task is to light the pipe and smoke it for as 
long as possible without lighting it again - this is 
the true art of slow smoking!

Pipa Club Italia, the Italian Association of Pipe 
Clubs belonging to the International Committee 
of Pipe Clubs, was founded in 1975. Since 
then, the Pipa Club Italia has taken on the 
task of organizing the Italian Slow Smoking 
Championships in various locations. This year 
the Corones Pipe Club in Brunico managed to 
bring the 51st Italian Championships to Brunico 
on the Plan de Corones.

In collaboration with the „Accademia della 
Pipa“ the first „Luna Nera“ wooden pipe will be 
presented and auctioned in favor of a women‘s 
shelter.
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